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(i) 
If R is a cannutative ring and A and B are R-rrodules then 
han(AIB) 1 lbn(AIB) and A ~ B will denote the set of norphisms A -+ B, 
the set of norphisms A -+ B regarded as a . R-rocdule am t..'"z.e usual 
algebraic tensor product of A and B, respectively. The R-rcodule, 
A Q B can be defined by any of the follCMi.ng results: 
(i) t: A x B -+ A ~ B: (a,b) 1-+ a ~ b is a universal bilinear 
function in the sense that any other bilinear function Ax B -+ C 
factors uniquely through t. 
(ii) there is a natural iscnorphism han(A ~ B, C) ~ han(A, Han(B,C)). 
(iii) the functor - ~ B is a left adjoint to the functor 
Hcm(B,-), i.e. the iscnorphism of (ii) is natural in the variables A 
and c. 
(iv) "' there is a natural iscnorphism Han(A ~ B1 C) = Han(A, Ham(B,C)). 
~ also has the property that: 
(v) there exists natural isarorphisms: 
a: A ~ (B ~ C) ~ (A~ B) ~ C 
"' r: A ~ R = A where R · is regarded as an R-roodule 
"' e: R~ A= A 
"' c: A~ B = B ~A. 
The existence of these isarorphisrns does not constitute a 
definition of ~ since analogous isarorphisms exist for the direct sum 
A e B of R~ules A and B. 
In this thesis we abstract the definitions (i) 1 (ii) , (iii) 
and (iv) fran the category of R-mcdules to a general category C 
calling the tensor products so defined the (i) B:inorphism Product 
(ii) 
' 
. 
' 
(iii) 
(ii) the Exponential Product (iii) the Adjoint Product (iv) 
the Strong Exponential Product, respectively. The relation 
between (ii), (iv) and (v) is discussed in (17); (i) is 
related to these ideas in (24); (iii) does not seem to have 
been discussed elsewhere. 
Our main purpose is to examine the conditions under which 
the different products coincide and the extent to which the products 
satisfy the conditions (v) • The value of this theory lies in the 
number and diversity of the examples. 
Chapter I gives the necessary details about category 
theory and defines many of the terms which occur in the main 
discussion. In Chapter II the Adjoint Product and the properties 
of associativity, commutativity and left and right identities 
are introduced. The "coherence" of the above isomorphisms forms 
the content of the third chapter which is a survey of the works 
of MacLane (21) and Kelly (17). Chapter IV gives the definition 
of the Bimorphism Product as explained in Pumplun (24). In 
Chapter V it is proved that any Bimorphism Product is an 
Exponential Product and conversely any commutative Exponential 
Product is a Bimorphism Product. In Chapter VI (sections 1 to 3) 
the relationships between the natural isomorphisms a, r, e and c 
and the Exponential and Strong Exponential Products are discussed; 
in section 6.4 these natural isomorphisms and the Strong 
Exponential Product are related to the Bimorphism Product. In 
Chapter VII the Exponential Product and the Adjoint Product are 
shown to be distinct, in general; conditions are given for their 
equivalence. Chapter VIII is devoted to a selection of examples 
from many branches of mathematics. The Appendix gives 
ne ces sary and sufficie nt condi tions for the concepts of a 
(iv) 
norphism arrl b:inorphism to ooincide. The lerqt:hy bibliography lists 
papers related to the thesis. 
Our results are proved in full detail (apart fran Chapter III 
which is a survey of results fran (18) and (21), detailed proofs 
being given in these papers, arx1 two proofs involvi.n;J tr:inorphisrns in 
section 6.4). Chapter VII arrl the Appeniix are basically original ~rk. 
The proofs of the theorens in Chapter V are given in greater detail 
than by the original author. 
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CHAPTER I 
BASIC CATEX30RY THEORY 
§1.1 Categories 
'!he definition of a category was first given by Eilenberg 
and Maciane in 1945. 
Definition 1.1.1 Let C be a class of "objects", A B, C ••••••• 
(deooted by ob C) together with t\\10 functions, as follows: 
(i) A function assigning to each pair (A,B) of objects of 
C a set C (A,B). An element f e: C (A,B) in this set is calle::l a 
rrorphism f: A -+ B of C with domain A and codanain B. 
(ii) A function assigning to each triple (A,B ,C) of objects 
of C a function C (B,C) x C (A,B) -+ C (A,C). For norphisns 
g: B -+ C and f: A -+ B this function is written as (g,f) 1-+ g o f 
and the norphisn g o f: A -+ C is called the o:mposi te of g with 
f. The class C with these ~ functions is called a category when 
the following t\\10 axians hold: 
(a) . Associativity: If h: C -+ D, g:B -+ C and 
f: A -+ B are rrorphisms of C with the indicated dcmains and 
codcnains then h o (g o f) = (h o g) o f. 
(b) Identity: For each object B of c there exists a 
rrorphism ~: B -+ B such that 
if f: A -+ B then lB o f = f 
and if g: B -+ c then g o lB =g. 
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Definition 1.1. 2 The dual of a category C is denoted C*. The 
objects are the same as the objects of C. A norphisn A + B in 
C* is a norphism B + A in C. 
Definitig11 1.1. 3 For each pair of categories C, C' , there exists a 
prcduct category C X C" • M object of this product is an ordered pair 
(C,C') . of objects of C arrl C', respectively; a rrorphism (C,C') + 
(D,D') with the iirlicated danain and ccdanain is an ordered pair (f ,f') 
of norphisms f: C + D, f' : C' + D' • The canposite of norphisms 
is defined terrrMise; thus (f ,f') as above and a secorrl such ordered pair 
(g ,g'): (D,D') + (E,E') have the carqx>site 
(gof',g'of'):(C,C') + (E,E'). 
(g,g') 0 (f,f') = 
Definition 1.1.4 A norphisn f: A + B in a given category is called 
an isarorphisn if there is a norphism g: B + A in the category such 
that f o g = lA and g o f = ~· 
1. 2 Functors 
Definition 1.2.1 let C and V be given categories and consider a 
function 0: C + V which assigns to each object A E C an object 
e (A) E V arrl to each norphism f E C a norphism 0 (f) E V. The function 
e is said to be a oovariant functor (or s:imply a functor) fran C to 
V if and only if it satisfies the following three corrlitions: 
(i) If f: A + B then 0(f): 0(A) + 0(B) 
(ii) e (lA) = 18 (A) 
{iii) If f o g is definerl then 0 (f o g) = 8 (f) o 0 {g) • 
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Definition 1.2.2 A contravariant functor ~= V + C assigns to 
each object A e: V an object ~ (A) e: C and to each norphism f e: V 
a nDrphism ~(f) e: C in such a way that: 
(i) If f: A + B then ~(f): ~(B) + ~{A) 
(ii) ~(1A) = l~{A) 
(iii) If go f is defined then ~(go f)= ~(f'o~(g). 
Definition 1.2.3 let C and V be categories. A functor '1': C + V 
will be said to be faithful if for each A, B e: ob C the function 
C (A,B) + V ('!'(A) ,'1' (B)); f I+'!' (f) is injective, i.e. '!' preseiVes 
distinctness of norphisns. 
Definition 1.2.4 A functor Q: C x V + E on a product category 
C x V to aiX>ther category E is called a bifunctor on C x V to E. 
If g: B + B 1 is a given ItDrphism then -we denote the 
in:luced function C {A,B) + C (A,B 1 ) ; h I+ g o h, h e: C {A,B) by 
C (A,g). 
Similarly, if f: A + A 1 is a gi vpn nDrphism then -we denote 
the induced function C (A 1 ,B) + C (A,B) ; h I+ h o f, h e: C (A 1 ,B) 
by C(f,B). 
If f and g are as given above then C (f,g) denotes the 
induced function C (A,B) + C (A 1 ,B 1 ) • 
One useful example of a bifunctor is the usual hem functor 
tosets,i.e. C:C*xC +S; (A.B) I+ C(A,B); (f,g) I+C(f,g) 
where S represents the category of sets. 
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§1. 3 Transfannations of Functors 
Definition 1.3.1 let e am ~ be air;! ~ covariant functors fran 
a category C to a categozy V • By a natural transfonnation of 
the functor 8 into the functor ci>, we nean a function u which 
assigns to each object A of the catego.cy C a roorphism u {A) of 
the category V such that the follCMing ~ conditions are satisfied: 
(i) For every object A of C, we have U (A) : 8 (A) + <I> (A) 
(ii) For every roorphism f: A -+ B of C we have 
u (B) 6 (f) = ·: ~ (f) u (A) , i.e. the follc:Mi.ng diagram a:mnutes : 
e (A) ---6......r<...:f>...._._...,. e (B) 
(1.3.l) U (A) \I(B) 
cl>(A) ___ <I>_(f_) __ ~<l>(B) 
A natural transfonnation u: 8 -+ <I> is also called a 
11 roorphism of functors 11 
Definition 1. 3. 2 If each u (A) is an isarorphism in catego:ry V 
we call u: e + <I> a natural isarorphism. We donote a natural 
iscxnprphism by the symlx>l ~ . 
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§ 1. 4 Universal Elenents, Representabili ty and .Ad.joint Functors 
Definition 1.4.1 ret 0: C -+ S be a functor to the category of sets. 
A universal elenent for 0 is a pair (u,R) con.Sisting of an object 
R of C and an elenent c E 0 (R) with the follCMing property: 'Ib any 
object C of C and any elenent c E 8 (R) there is exactly one rrorphism 
f: R -+ C with 0(f)u = c. 
R u E 0(R) 
(1.4.1) h 0(h) 
C c E 0 C). 
I:efinition 1. 4. 2 A functor 0: C -+ S is representable if there 
is a distinguished object K in C such that 8A ~ C (K,A) where A 
is an arbitrary object of C. K will then be called a representing 
object for 0(4, p.524). 
I:efinition 1.4.3 An adjunction of the functor e to the functor ~ 
where 0:C -+ V and ~= V -+ C is a natural bijection 
'¥ = 'l'A,B: V(0A, B) ~ C(A, ~B). Given such an adjunction, the functor 
0 is called a left adjoint of ~, while <I> is a right adjoint of 0. 
The following theorem describes the sense in which adjoints 
are unique. 
THEOREM 1.4.1 If a functor 0: C -+ V has a left (right) adjoL1t 
<I> then any other functor which has <I> as its left (right) adjoint 
is naturally equivalent to e. 
f. 
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Proof: The proof is imnediate fran (4, Theorem 9, p.28) arrl 
(4, Corollary to 'lheoran 6, p. 533) • 
Fran these basic definitions and results,category theocy 
has followed an evolutionary pattern which occurs frequently in 
nathematics. We begin by observing s:imilarities and recurring argmnents 
in several situations which superficially seem to bear little resemblance 
to each other. Then by isolating concepts ani methods which are ccmron 
to the various examples we may find a theory containing many or all 
of our examples, which in itself seems worthy of study. One of the 
outstan:li.ng features of category .._.heory is the unity it brings to 
mathema.tics. Familiar, but seemingly quite different constructions 
turn out to be versions of the sane categorical constru~tions. For 
example, the follCMing three constructions are just coproducts in 
different categories: 
(i) xlo~ - disjoint union of the sets xl and x2 
(ii) Gl * G2 - free product of the groups Gl and G2 
(iii) ~$~ - direct sum of the Abelian groups Al and 
The foll<:Ming chapters are devoted to the developrent of 
another product in category theory - the tensor product. 
~-
CliAPI'ER II 
AN INTI()DUCriON 'IO TENSOR PIDDUCrS 
§2.1 Categories with Multiplication 
'Ib define an abstraction of the usual algebraic tensor 
product in a nore general category, the nethod is clearly to list 
scree of the properties that the usual tensor prcxluct satisfies; the 
problem then is to select a sui table set of properties. 
Maciane (21) has intJ:oduced a categm:y with multiplication 
defining it as a category C· ani a covariant bifunctor a: C x C -+ C, 
(A,B) 1-+ A~ B. If ~ is to be a tensor product then there should 
exist an abject K £ C such that for all objects A,B ani C e: C there 
are natural isaoorphisms: 
(i) a = a(A,BC): (A~ B) ~ C -+ A ~ (B ~ C) associativity 
(ii) e = e(K,A): K ~A-+ A .••.••••••••••••.••••••• left identity 
(iii) r = r (A,K): A~ K-+ A ..••••••••••••••.••••.•• right identity 
(iv) c = c (A,B): A~ B-+ B ~A ••••.••• • ••.••••.•. oammutativity 
where A, B, C, K e: C. 
We also require that these norphisms are ooherent in the sense 
that any natural isacorphisms defined by their re:peated uses such as 
-1 
A ~ B r ~ l (A ~ K) g, B _ _ a _ _. A ~ (K ~ B) l~e A~B 
is to be the identity. Chapter III deals with this nore fully. 
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Eilenberg and Kelly (11) have defined a nonoidal category as 
a categocy with a multiplication, the above natural isarorphisms, apart 
fran ccmnutati vity, and a set of conditions ensuring coherence. They 
defined a synm:::tric norti:¥IaJ. categacy as a nonoidal category with a 
cx:mnutativity isarorphisrn and a set of c:orrl.itions ensuring coherence. 
§ 2. 2 The Tensor Product in Tenns of Mjointness 
The q\iestion arises as to what properties Q should have in 
order that we may reasonably call it a " tensor prcxluct ". One of 
the nost important properties a tensor prcduct should have is that it be 
the left adjoint of what is called a Han functor. This Han functor is not 
the usual han functor to sets but nrust be defined on C* x C and take 
values in C. This we will denote by H and call an " internal Han 
functor 11 since when a:::mposed with sane functor P: C -+ S we have 
the usual han functor to sets. It is the existence of Hem together with 
P that is inq;:x:>rtant. This functor P is usually a fo:rgetful functor, i.e. 
an 11 underlying set 11 functor. The Han functor is concerned with 11 function 
constructions 11 • We should note however, that the requirerent of merely 
having a right adjoint is not sufficient since using that definition 
A~ B = A is a tensor product. 
Definition 2.2.1 A semi-structured category (C,H,P,) consists of a category 
C and functors H: C* x C -+ C and P: C + S such that PH = C. 
Definition 2.2.2 If (C,H,P,) is a semi-structured category and :.' 
Q: C x C -+ C is a bifunctor such that - ~ B: C -+ C is a left adj oint 
to H(B,-): C -+ C then ~ will be called an Adjoint Tensor Product 
(abbreviated to Adjoint Product for (C,H,P) and 
~ ·  
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A ~ B the Adjoint Product of A am B. Hence ~ is an Adjoint 
"' Product if and only if there is an isaoorphism C (A 9 B, C) = C (A, H (B,C)) 
natural in the variables A an:1 c. 
In Chapter V we require an Mjoint Product with the abJve 
isarorphism natural in all three variables 
Definition 2.2.3 If (C,H,P) is a semi-structured cate:Jory then 
the bifunctor 9: C x C + C will be called an EKpc?nential Tensor 
Product (abbreviated to Expc?nential Product) for (C ,H,P) if there 
is a natural isaro:rphism C(A 9 B, C) ~ C(A,H(B,C)), i.e. natural in 
all three variables. 
We have chosen the naroo, Exponential Product fran the oorrespo:rrling 
result in the category of topological spaces which is usually called the 
exponential law of spaces. 
The relation between the Adjoint Product a:rrl the Exponential 
Product will be further discusserl in Chapter VII. 
Fran Theoran 1. 4 .1 we see that a tensor product definerl in 
either of these senses is unique up to natural isarorphism. 
PROPOSITION 2.2.1 If (C,H,P) is a semi-structured ~.,.~tegory with an 
"' Adjoint Product e am e has a left identity K then c (A, B) = c (K, H (A,B)) • 
Proof: "' C(A,B) = C(K ~A, B) 
"' = C (K, H (A, B)) • 
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Before introducing additional theory we should elalx>rate on 
J:he iscm:>rphisms jn this chapter and it is for this purpose that we explore 
the concept of "coherence" and its role in the theory of the tensor 
product. 
CHAPl'ER III 
CDHERENCE rn CATEGORIES WITH MULTIPLICATION 
§3 .l The Nature of Cbherence 
In this chapter we give a precise definition of roherence 
and then give minimal rondi tions necessary for roherence of the natural 
iS9ffiDrPhisms of §2.1 • 
Definition 3 .1.1 An iterate of the bifunctor ~: C x C -+ C is 
any functor fo:ored by re:peated applications of ~ - multiplication. 
A frmctor ~: cP + C will be said to have multiplicity p. 
If 0 and 41 are functors of multiplicity p and q, res:pectively, 
then 0 ~ cp will be the functor of multiplicity p + q defined by 
(0 ~ cp) (A,B) = 0(A) ~ cp (B) where A e: ob cP and B e: ob Cq. 
Definition 3.1.2 The set 1 of iterates of ~ is the smallest set 
of functors cP + C as the multiplicity p ranges over the positive 
integer values, satisfying: 
(i) the identity functor i: C -+ C and the functor 
J: C x C -+ C defined by (A,B) I+ B ~ A belong to 1. 
(ii) 0 and cp e: 1 implies 0 ~ cp e: 1 • 
Exanple 3.1.1 The following functors clearly belong to 1 
(i) i ~ :t: c2 + C; (A,B) I+ A~B 
(ii) (i ~ i) ~ i: c3 + C; (A,B,C) I+ (A~ B) 2 C 
(iii) i ~ (i ~ i): c3 + C; (A,B,C,) I+ A~ (B ~C) 
-11-
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(iv) i ~ j: (A,B,C) j-+ A ~ (C ~ B). 
~finition 3.1.3 If 0 arrl <I> are iterates of ~ and a: e -+ <I> 
is a natural iscm:>rphism then a will be called an instance of 1. 
'lhe set of instances { ~, a2 , ••• , an} deteJ:mines a category 
1 = 1 Cex1 , ex2 , ••• , exn) whose objects are the iterates of ~ and 
· -1 -n 
whose norphisms are generated fran the instances { ex1 , a.1 , ... , an, an } 
and every identity natural transfo:rmation 1: e -+ e. e ranges over the 
iterates of Q defined by one of the following nethods: 
(i) cx::rcposition I i.e. , if ex: e -+ <I> arx1 B: <I> -+ e are 
rtnrphisms in 1 then S ex E 1. 
(ii) fonning tensor products, i.e., if ex: e -+ <I> and 
(Y. I : 0 I -+ <I> I are JrD.I:phiSillS in 1 then SO iS (Y. ~ (Y. I : e §a e I -+ <I> §a <I> I • 
EXample 3.1.2 If ~,C,D: (B Q C) ~ D -+ B ~ (C ~ D) is a natural 
iscm::>rphism then the following natural isrnorphisms are elerrents of 
1 = 1(a): 
(i) lA ~ ~,C,D: A §a ((B ~ C) ~ D) -+ A Q (B Q {C ~ D)) 
(ii) -1 aA,B,C Q D: A~ (B ~ (C ® D)) (A ~ B) §a (C ~ D) 
(iii) a;.~B,C ~ D lA ~ ~,C,D: A ~ ( (B ~ C) ~ D) -+ (A ~ B) Q {C ~ D) 
~finition 3.1.4 If ex1 , a.2 , ••• , an are instances of 1 and the 
category I (a.1 , a 2 , .•• , an) has the property that f or every pair 
of objects e and <I> : cP -+ C there i s at nnst one rrorphism 
e -+ <I> in the categocy, then { a.1 , a.2 , ••. , an} will be said to 
be coherent. 
~ , I 
t -1~ 
l!i? 
~ §3.2 Conditions Fequired for Coherence 
'Jt It may easily be seen that the ooherence of a, e, r and c 
of §2.1 involves an infinite number of conditions. Ma.clane (21), p. 33) 
shows that this infinite list could be reduced to a finite sublist 
without the loss of coherence. Fbr ooherence of the natural associativity 
isarorphism he requires that only one diagram be ccmnutative while for 
joint ooherence of associativity and oc:mnutativity, three particular 
: diagrams nrust be a:mnutative. Ensuring the joint ooherence of 
~·· 
I< associativity, cx:mnutativi ty and left and right identities requires 
; , 
that a minimum of eight specific diagrams be ccmnutative. 
Kelly (18, p. 401) also did sc::m: work on ooherence ooooitions 
and with regaro to the oondi tions for coherence of the associativity 
isarorphism and joint ooherence of the associativity and cx:mnutativity 
isarorphisms he arrives at the same oondi tions as required by Ma.clane. 
Hc::Mever, for sufficient joint coherence of associativity, CXJITI11Utativity 
and left and right iscnorphisms he is successful in reducing the oondi tions. 
We devote this section to the statarent of those results. 
'.l'HEX)REM 3. 2.1 In a catego:cy C with a multiplication, the natural 
isarorphism a: (A~ B) Q c +A Q (B Q C) is ooherent if and only 
if the follC1Ning pentagonal diagram is cx:mnutati ve: 
((A Q B) Q C) Q D ~ Q B,C,~ (A Q B) ~ (C Q D) ~,B,C,Q D A Q (B ~ (C Q D)) 
\
A,B,C .:& l (3. 2.1) 
(A Q (B ~ C)) ~ D '2.,B @ C,P 
1 Q '13,c,o 
-. A Q ( (B Q C) Q D 
Proof: (21, p.33, Theorem 3.1). 
. .~ .... . . 
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THEOREM 3.2.2 The natural isarorphisns a: (A Q B) Q C + A Q {B & C) 
and c: A a B + B Q A are jointly ooherent if and only if the 
pentagonal diagram (3. 2 .1) and the following diagrams are always 
cannutative: 
___ __:c;,..__ _ ~ B Q A 
(3.2.2) lc 
A&B 
AS (B a C) a (A a B) a c c ca {A Q B) 
[He Ia (3. 2. 3) 
cal a AS (C Q B) (A Q C) Q B >(C Q A) Q B 
Proof: (21, p.38, Theorem 4.2). 
'I'HEX)REM 3.2.3 The natural isonorphisms a: (A & B) a c + A & {B a C), 
c: A Q B + B Q A, e: K Q C + C and r: A Q K + A are jointly 
coherent if am only if diagrams (3.2.1), (3.2.2) and (3.2.3) with 
the follONing diagram are camtu.1tative: 
(A ~ K) Q C ___ ..;;;a:...._ _ __, A Q (K Q C) 
~ 
Proof: (l8, p. 400, Theorem 5' ) 
~ ; \ . 
~ 
~ , 
~ 
; 
i 
~ 
,. 
·' .; 
1 
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.MacLane has required for the previous theorem that the 
following three oc::mtnltative diagrams also exist: 
(3.2.5) e=r: K~K~K 
(3.2.6) 
(K ~ BT ~ C ___ a ___ 4 K 1 (Befll C) 
B~C 
A ~ K ----=-c--~ K ~ A 
(3.2. 7) 1 e 
A 
Kelly reduces Maciane's conditions by using, in addition, the 
following diagram: 
(A ~ B) ~ K ___ a__ ~ A ~ (B ~ K) 
(3. 2. 8) j l&r 
A~B 
Kelly proves that (3.2.1} arrl (3.2.4) :illlply (3.2.6} whence 
by symnetry (3.2.1) and (3.2.4) imply (3.2.8). Also (3.2.4) and 
(3.2.6) imply (3.2.5) whence by syrrmatry (3.2.4) and (3.2.8) imply 
(3.2.5). Then since (3.2.2), (3.2.3), (3.2.4) and (3.2.8) :iioply 
(3.2.5) the condition for joint coherence of a, c, e and r 
reduce to the camrnutativity of diagrams (3.2.1), (3.2.2), (3.2.3) 
and (3.2.4). 
- ... • ~ ~. 
'&a.. . -
TENSOR PIDDUCI'S - AN ALTERNATIVE APProACH 
§4.1 Structured Categories 
In the catego:r:y of R- nodules the tensor product is defined 
as the Exponential Product in that catego:r:y. An alternative approach is 
to define it to be the solution to a universal problem usinJ bilinear 
maps. An obvious question is whether this definition can also be exterxled 
to a general category. 
Before discussin] this approach, we require the concept of a 
structured category as define1 by PUrrplin (24). 
Definition 4.1.1 A structured catego;ry (C,H,P,K,i) consists of a 
semi-structured catego:r:y (C ,H,P), a distinguishe1 object K in C 
and natural iscm::>rphism i (A): A + H (K,A) such that: 
(i) P is faithful 
(ii) the function he: C(A,B) + C(H(B,C), H(A,C)) define1 
by he (w) = H (w ,C) , w € C (A, B) , can be lifted to a :rrorphism in C 
in the sense that there is a :rro:rphism HC: H(A,B) + H(H(B,C), H(A,C)) 
such that PHC = he, for all objects A,B, c in C. 
(iii) the function dh: C(A,B) + C(H(C,A), H(C,B)) defined 
by cf1Cw) = H(C,w), w £ C (A,B), can be lifted to a :rrorphism in C 
in the sense that there is a rrorphism cfl= H(A,B) + H(H(C,A), H(C,B)) 
such that P <cfl> = Jlr for all objects A, B,: C in c. 
-16-
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The structured category oonsidered by Purnplt1n does not have 
the same stringent cor:di. tions as the autonarous category defined by 
Linton (19, p. 322) • However, the requirenent that P be faithful 
nakes it stronger than the semi-structured category of Kelly (18, p.21). 
§4. 2 Binorphisns 
In a structured category (C,H,P,K,i), PumplUn defines an 
n-linear map. For this thesis, it will suffice to define a 2-linear 
or bilinear map which has alredy been referred to as a binorphism. 
tt E Definition 4. 2 .1 If A, B a.rrl C are objects of a structured 
category (C,H,P,K,i), then a binorphism f: Ax B -+ C is a 
'· function f: PA x PB -+ PC such that: 
... 
· .. 
!.: 
(i) f (-,b): PA -+ PC is P~1 (b) for all b e: PB where 
~l: PB -+ C (A,C) is Bl]_ for sane ~: B -+ H (A,C) • 
(ii) f (a,-): PB -+ PC is P~2 (a) for all a e: PA where 
,,. ~2 : PA -+ C (B,C) is ~ for sare m2 : A -+ H(B,C). 
The definition may be rephrased in the following nore concise 
fonn: 
Definition 4.2.2 Given a structured category (C,H,P,K,i), a 
binorphism f: A x B -+ C is a function f : PA x PB -+ PC where 
A,B and c are objects of C such that there exists norphisms 
m
1
: B -+ H(A,C) and ~:A -+ H(B,C) with (P(Pm1) (b)) (a) = f(a ,b) 
= (P(~) (a)) (b). 
-- ... . ~.. 
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I..EMw1A 4.2.1 let A,·.'B, C and D be objects in a structured category 
(C ,H,P ,K,i) • If f: A x B + C is a b:i.Irorphisrn and g: C + D is 
a IOOrphi.sm then (Pg) f : A x B + D is a bircorphisrn. Thi:; b:im::>rphism 
A X B + D will be denoted by g f. 
Proof: f is a bilro:rphism if there exists rn1 , ~ such that rn1 : 
B + H (A,C) and ~: A + H (B ,C) • Also if g is a norphism it induces 
norphisms H(B,g): H(B,C) + H(B,D) and H(A,g): H(A,C) + H(A,D). By 
~sition, H(B,g) ~: A + H(B,D) and H(A,g) IIJ.: B + H(A,D), 
thus gi vin::J the norphisms r9:Illired to prove (Pg) f: A x B + D is 
a bircorphism. 
LEM1A 4. 2. 2 let A, A' , B and B' be objects in a structured 
I I 
category (C,H,P,K,i). If f: A + A and g: B + B' are no:rphisms 
and h: A' x B' + c :is a birco:rphism then h (Pf x Pg) : A x B + C 
is a bircorphisrn. 
Proof: h is a bim:>rphisrn if there exists norphisrns IrJ., rn2 , such that 
Jn_]_: B' + H (A' ,C) and ~: A' + H(B' ,C). By composition 
H(g,C) ~ f: A + H(B,C) and H(f,C) rn1 g: B + H(A,C), 
giving the norphisms re:IUired to prove h (Pf x Pg): Ax B + C 
is a b:inorphism. 
§4. 3 The Bimorphisrn Product 
Definition 4.3.1 let A and B be objects in a structured 
category (C,H,P,K,i). If T(A,B) is an object of C and 
t(A,B): Ax B + T(A,B) is a bircorphisrn with the property that 
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if C is any object of C am f: A x B + c is any binorphism ,an:l 
.,. 
; .. 
~· if there exists a unique norphism h: T(A,B) + c in C such that 
h t(A,B) = f 1 
A X B ___ t__;(A~1 B....;.) ___ _,. T (A,B) 
(4 .3.1) h 
then t (AlB) will be called a wrlversal biiiDrphism for A x B and the 
m:dered pair (t (A1B) 1 T (A1 B) ) a Binorphism Tensor Prcduct (abbreviated to 
Binorphism Product) of A and B. 
This definition of T(A1 B) generalizes the standard 
definition of the tensor product of R-m:xlules by means of a universal 
bilinear map. 
Iet (C 1 H1 P 1K1 i) be a structured category. A Binorphisrn 
Product for the category is a rule which associates a BiiiDrphiSil! 
Product (t(A1 B} 1 T(A1B)) with each ordered pair (A1 B} of objects of C. 
Let T(A1 B) be a Bmorphisn Product of A arrl B and 
T (A 1 1 B' ) be a Bim:::>rphisn Product of A' an:1 B' • If we have rrorphisms 
f: A + A' and g: B + B 1 then there exists a unique blinorphisrn 
T(f 1g): T(A1 B} + T(A' 1B') such that the following diagram cx:mnutes: 
PAx PB ____ P_f_x_Pg..._ ____ ~, PA' x PB 1 l t(A' ,B') 
PI' (A
1
B) ____ ...;;;PT..;;..:.(f~1 g1..!} _____ _. PT (A' 
1
B'} 
t(A1B) (4.3. 2) 
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~·· This result follows fran Lemna 4.2.2 arrl the definition of t(A,B}. 
~: 
PROPOSITION 4.3.1 If (C,H,P,K,i} is a structured category with 
a Birrorphism Product then T: C x C -+- C; (A,B) 1-+- T(A,B}; 
(f ,g} 1-+- T (f ,g} is a bifunctar. 
Proof: We must shcM that T satisfies the o..u comitions necessary 
for a functor. 
(i) Consider the following diagram: 
PAX PB P(f'f) P(g'g) PA11 X PB11 
Pf~ (i) 
PA' X PB' 
(4.3.3) t(A,B) (ii) 1 t(A' ,B') (iv) t(A" ,B") 
PI'( ',B') 
(iii~) 
Pl'(f'f, g'g) ~Pl'(An ,B") 
T(f,g) 1 T(f'g'), T(f'f 1 g'g} are the unique norphisrns whose images 
uncler P make quadrilateral (ii), quadrilateral (iv) arrl the outer 
rectangle CClli1Ulte. Hence T(f'f, g'g} = T(f', g') T(f,g). 
(ii} t(A,B) ~Ax PB = P (~(A,B)} t(A,B). Hence 
~(A1B) = T(lA1 ~). 
Thus T is a bifunctor. 
If we let bim:>rph (A x B 1 C) denote the set of all binorphisms 
h: A x B -+- c and if k: c -+- C' is a morphism then by Lemna 4.2.1 
the canposite k h: Ax B -+- C' is a binorphism. For fixed A an:i 
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B in C, 0(C) = binorph(A x B, C) with 0(k)h = k h, h e: 0(C) 
thus define a functor 0 = bi.norph (A X B, -) fran C + S. 
0Jr definition of t(A,B): Ax B + T(A,B) is sinply that 
(t(A,B), T(A,B)) is a tmiversal elerrent with respect to 
bi.norph (A x B, -) • Hence by uniqueness of universal elements, 
t(A,B): Ax B + T(A,B) is unique up to isaoorphism, i.e 
PROPOSITION 4.3.2 If t(A,B): Ax B + T(A,B) and 
t' (A,B): Ax B + T' (A,B) each satisfy Definition 4.3.1, 
then there is a unique rrorphism g: T(A,B) + T' (A,B) such 
that g t (A,B) = t I (A, B) • 
AxB 
(4.3.4) t (A,B~~ ~ (A,B) 
T (A, B) JL. T' (A, B) 
Proof: The proof is inmediate fran ( 4, p. 28, Theorem 9) . 
CHAPl'ER v 
THE RELATIONSHIP BElWEEN THE Bn-DRPHISM AND EXPONENI'IAL PROou:::TS 
§ 5 .1 The Bim:>rphism Product is an Expc?nential Product 
Before we proceed to prove the main results of this section 
we must introduce sane preliminary details. We define an evaluation 
function in a structured cate:Jory (C,H,P,K,i) arrl prove that it is 
a b.i.Irorphism. 
Definition 5.1.1 Far fixed B e: ob C we define for each C e: ob C 
the evaluation function ~B,C: C(B,C) x PB ~ PC by 
~B,C{u,b) = P(u) (b) for all u e: C{B,C), be: PB. 
PROPOSITION 5.1.1 The evaluation function C (B,C) x PB ~ PC is 
a b.i.Irorphism ~B,C: H(B,C) x B ~ C. 
Proof : We must shcM that ~ C is a function such that: B, 
(i) ~s,c<- ~b): C(B,C) + PC is P~1 (b) for same 
~l{b) e: C(H{B,C), C) for all be: PB and ~1 : PB ~ C{H{B,C), C) 
is I>ffi:t far SCii!e m1 : B . + H {H (B ,C) , C) • 
(ii) ~B,C {u,-) : PB + PC is P~2 (u) for sare 
~2 {u) e: C(B,C) for all u e: C(B,C) arrl ~2 : C{B,C) + C{B,C) is 
~ for same m2 : H{B,C) + H(B,C). 
From the definition of a structured category, b e: PB can be 
represented uniquely in the form b = P {i -l (B)) (w) with w e: C (K,B) 
so :·. that ~B,C{u,b) = P(u) (P i-1 {B)) {w) 
= P{u i-1 {B)) (w). 
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~ ~ 1 But u i (B) = i (C) H(K,u) arrl therefore '¥ (u,b) = P(i- (C)) (u w) B,C 
= P(i-1 (C) H(w,C)) (u). 
Hence ~B,C(-,b) is P~1 (b) for ~1 (b) = i-l(C) H(w,C): H(B,C) ~ C. 
If we take ~: C(K,B) ~ C(H(B1C) 1 H(K1C)) then this lifts 
to He: H(KIB) ~ H(H(BICj 1 H(K1C)) in the sense that P He= he 
fran the definition of a structurerl category. 
We define 11]_ = H(H(B,C) 1 i-1 (c)) He i(B). Then 
~ = PH(H(B1C) 1 i-l(C)) PHC Pi(B) 
= C(H(B,C), i-1 (C)) ~ Pi(B). 
Therefore (RTJ.) (b) = (C (H(B,C), i-1 (C)) he Pi (B)) (b) 
-1 
= C(H(B,C), i (C)) ~(w) 
= i-l(C) H(W1C) 
= ~1 (b). 
Corxlition (ii) for a bi.norphisn is trivial since ~ is the 
identity on H(B,C), i.e. P(Pm2) (u) (b)= P(u) (b)= ~B,C(ulb). 
LEMMA 5.1.2 Given sets X, Y 1 z, X', Y' 1 z• and functions :A: X ~ X' 1 
]J: Y ~ Y' 1 p: z ~ z•; Fn(Y1Z) denotes the set of functions Y 
into Z. Let a.: X x Y ~ Z and a.': X ~ Fn(YIZ) be functions 
related b¥ a.(x,y) =a.' (x) (y). 
(i) If S: X x Y' ~ Z' and S': X ~ Fn(Y' 1Z') are 
functions related. by S (x 1 , y • ) = S 1 (x • ) (y' ) then diagram ( 5 .1.1) 
cxmru.tes if a.rrl only if diagram (5.1. 2) ccmnutes: 
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XX}.J X X Y ____ ___;:;....__4 X x Y' 
(5.1.1) j a 
,----------~P~------~z· 
X S' Fn{Y' ,Z') 
I~· (5.1.2) Fn(}.J,Z') 
Fn(Y ,p) Fn (Y ,Z) Fn{Y ,Z') 
(ii) If y: X' x Y + Z' arrl 
functions related by y (x' ,y) = y' (x') (y) 
if ani only if diagram (5.1.4) camnutes. 
y' : X' + Fn (Y, z ' ) are 
then diagram (5.1.3) ccmnutes 
AXY X X Y--------~X' X Y 
(5.1.3) j ~ l y 
z ____ ...:..P _____ ~z· 
X X' 
(5.1.4) ct' j y' 
Fn(Y,p) Fn (Y,Z) Fn(Y,Z') 
Proof: The proof is imnediate fran the relations between the given 
functions. 
Note: Although we w::>uld not normally express the corrlition f g = h k 
.. 
--· .. _ ..~· · 
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in the fonn that the diagram 
k 
lh 
___ f _ _. 
ccrrarutes, we saretimes filrl it convenient to do this below as this 
technique makes clear the danain and ccrlanain of each norphism involved. 
THEDREM 5 .1. 3 If the structured category ( C ,H ,P ,K, i) has a Binorphism 
Product then .. the B:L-rorphism Prcx:luct is an Exponential Product. 
Proof: Let us denote the Binorphism Prcx:luct of A and B by (t(A,B) • T (A, B)) • 
We use rnl,B (A) to denote the rrorphisrn A + H(B, T(A,B)) corresponding 
to the binorphism Ax B + T(A,B). Also since 'i'B,C: H(B,C) X B + C 
is a binorphism, it factors uniquely through the universal binorphisrn 
H(B,C) x B + T(H(B,C), B) thus defining a rrorphisrn 
rnO,B (C): T(H(B,C), B) + C natural in C. 
Given g: T (A,B) + C, we define ~(g) = H (B,g) rnl,B (A)· 
Given f: A + H (B,C), we define 8 (f) = rn0 ,B (C) T (f ,B). 
Thus we have the required functions 
8A,B,C: C(A, H(B,C)) + C(T(A,B), C)) 
~A,B,C: C(T(A,B), C) + C(A, H(B,C)). 
We prove below that: 
{i) ~A,B,C is natural in A, B an::1 C (Lerrmas 5.1.4, 5.1.5 
and 5.1.6 respectively). 
(ii) 8 ~ = 1; ~ 8 = 1 (PrOPJSition 5.1. 7) • A,B,C A,B,C A,B,C A,B,C 
-----·- --··· ... .. .. ... .. . 
r 
r 
,:·. 
:: 
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Therefore ~A,B,C is bijective. Hence ~A,B,c= C (T(A,B), C) -+ 
C (A, H (B,C)) is a natural isarorphism with inverse natural isatorphism 
0A,B,C (4, p.519) and the theorem is proved. 
LEM-m. 5 .1. 4 ~ is natural in A. A,B,C 
Proof: We assume h: A + A' is a roorphisrn in • Then we must 
show the follCMing diagram ccmnutes: 
~A' ,B,C C(T(A' ,B) ,C)-------=-~--~ C(A', H(B,C)) j C(T(h,B), C) ~ j C(h, H(B,C)) 
C(T(A,B), C) A,B,C C(A, H(B,C)} 
(5.1. 5) 
i.e. C(h, H(B,C)) ~A' ,B,C(g) = ~A,B,C C(T(h,B), C) (g) where 
g e: C(T(A' ,B), C). Examining this relation we see that it has 
L.H.S. = C(h, H(B,C)} ~A',B,C(g} = H(B,g) ml,B(A') h 
R.H.S = ~A,B,C C(T(h,B), C) (g) = H(B,g) T(h,B) ml,B(A} 
= H(B,g} H(B, T(h,B)) rnl,B(A) 
(by definition of H). 
Hence it is enough to show the following diagram ccmnutes: 
A _____ ___:h:.,_ ___ _. A' 
(5.1.8) rnl,B (A) 
H(B, T(A,B)) H(B, T(h,B)) > H(B, T(A' ,B)) 
I f we define the natural injection JJx,Y,Z: C(X, T(Y,Z)) 
Fn (PX, PT (Y, z)) where x, Y, z e: ob C then we may set up 
(5.1.6) 
(5.1. 7) 
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the folla-1ing diagram: 
Ph PA ___ __;;;..;;.;... _____ ~PA' 
P{1?m:t,B (A) (-)} 
P{Pn1_,B (A') (-)} 
(5.1. 9) 
Pr(A,B) Fn(PB, Pl'(h,B)) Fn(PB, 
Bnl,B (A) v IJs,A,B (ii) 
C(B, T(A,B)) C(B, T(h,B)) C (B, T (A' ,B)) 
'!be rectangle is ccmnutative by Lemna 5.1.2 (ii) and canponents 
(i) , (ii) and (iii) are ccmnutative fran the definitions of the 
functions involved. 
It follows that the diagram lx>urrlary is a:mnutative ani since 
p is faithful its lifting diagram (5.1. 8) is also camltltative am 
the lamB is proved. 
Iarma 5.1.5 <I> is natural in B. A,B,C 
Proof : We assume j : B -+- B' is a morphism in C. This will .i.rrluce 
the following diagram which we must show camtnltative: 
C(T(A,B'), C) <I>A,B' ,C C (A, H(B' ,C)) 
(5.l.l0) I C(T(A,j), C) j C(A, H(j ,C)} 
<I> 
C(T(A,B), C) A,B,C C (A, H(B,C}} 
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i.e. C(A, H(j,C)) ~A,B' ,C(g') = ~A,B,C C(T(A,j), C) (g') where 
g' E C (T(A,B'), C). Examining this relation we see that it has 
L.H.S. = C (A, H (j ,C)) ~A,B' ,C (g') = H (j ,C) H (B' ,g') ml,B' (A) 
= H(B,g') H(j, T(A,B')) ml,B' (A) •••• (5.1.11) 
(by the naturality of H). 
R.H.S. = ~A,B,C C(T(A,j), C) (g') = H(B,g') T(A,j) ~,B(A) 
= H(B,g') H(B, T(A,j )) ~,B (A) ••••• (5.1.12) 
(by the naturality of H). 
Fran (5.1.11) and (5.1.12) it is enough to shCM the fell~ diagram 
ccmnutes: 
(5.1.13) 
IlJ.,B' (A) 
A------~-----fH(B', T(A,B') I m1 ,B(A) I H(j, T(A,B')) 
H(B, T(A,B)) H(B, T(A,j)) • H(B, T(A,B')) 
If we define the natural injection llx,Y,Z: C (X, T(Y,Z)) + 
Fn (PX, PI' (Y, Z) ) where X, Y, Z E ob C then we may set up the follc:Ming 
diagram: 
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(i) 
(5.1.14) 
{Pm_t,B' (A)(-)} 
___ ....;.:,.;;.._,----4 Fn (PB' , 
C (j, T(A,B')) P{PIIJ. B (A) (-)} 
' Fn(Pj, Pl'(A,B')) 
Pml,B(A) Fn(PB, Pl'(A,j)) 
;.,)/ Pr(A,B)) (iii) Fn(PB, Pr~)) 
"7 lJa,A,B lJa,A,B' ""' 
C(B, T(A,B)) C(B, T(A,j)) ~ C(B, T(A,B')) 
It follows fran the definition of a universal b.inorphisn that 
Ft(A,B') PAx Pj = Pl'(A,j) Ft(A,B). Hence by Lemna 5.1.2 the rect:an;Jle 
in the above diagram camD.ltes. 
The CXITI'CD.ltativity of the c::arponent diagrams (i), (ii), (iii) and 
(iv) is imnediate fran the definitions of the functions involved. 
Ccmnutativity of the boundary then follows fran the a:::mnutativity 
of the rectangle and of the carponent diagrams. The boundacy is the 
image of diagram (5.1.13) and hence we conclude (5.1.13) is ccmnutative 
and the lemna is shown. 
LEMMA 5.l.6 4> is natural in C. A,B,C 
Proof : We ass'lllre k: c -+ c' is a norphism in C. Then we IIU.lSt show 
the following diagram canmutes: 
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<I> 
C(T(A,B), C) A,B,C C (A, H(B,C)) 
(5.1.15) 1 C (T (A,B) , k) 1 C(A, H(B,k)) 
<I>A,B,C' C(T(A,B), C') C (A, H(B,C')) 
i.e. C(A, H(B,k)) <I>A,B,C(g") = <I>A,B,C' C{T(A,B), k) (g") where 
g" € c {T(A,B) I C). 
Then C(A, H(B,k)) <I>A,B,C(g") = C(A, H(B,k)) H(B,g") ~,B(A) 
= H{B,k) H(B,g") llJ.,B(A) 
= H(B, kg") m1 ,B(A) 
= <I>A,B ,C' (kg") 
= <I>A,B,C' C(T(A,B), k)(g") 
Hence <I>A,B,C is natural in c. 
POOPOSITIOO 5.l. 7 If eA,B,C: C(A, H(B,C)) + C(T{A,B), C) and 
<I>A,B,C: C (T(A,B), C) -+ C (A, H(B,C)) are functions as defined in 
Theorem 5 .1. 3 then 
(i) <I> e = 1 A,B,C A,B,C 
•••••••• (5.1.16) 
(ii) e <I> = 1 A,B,C A,B,C 
Proof: If f: A -+ H(B,C) and a £ PA then we may set up the 
following diagram: 
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PB------------------~~~(~a~)-------------------+ 
~ (i) 
'- ~xPB 
(5.1.17) p~ PB----------4 
(ii) l pt (A,B) 
P Pml,B (A) (a) 
PI' (A,B) ____ Pl'_(;..f..:.,B~);__ _ __. 
The carponents (i), (ii) arrl (iii) and the rectangle cx:mm.1te 
fran the definitions involved (i.e. of It]_,B (A) and the Birrorphi&n 
Prcxluct). 
Lifting the outer edges to C we have 
mO,B(C) T(f,B} (~,B(A)) (a) = (~)(a) 
i.e. (PH(B, m
0
, 8 (C) T(f,B)) ~,B(A)) (a) = (~)(a) 
Therefore H(B, mO,B(C) T(f,B)) = f 
i.e. ~A,B,C 0A,B,C(f) = f 
Next if we are given g: T(A,B) + C then 
~(g) = H(B,g) ml,B(A): A + H(B,C) and 
eA,B,C ~A,B,C(g) = mO,B(C) T(H(B,g) ml,B(A), B): T(A,B) 
= roO,B(C) T(H(B,g), B) T(RJ,B(A), B) 
+ c 
We will shc:M 0A,B,C ~A,B,C (g) = g, i.e. the foll<M"ing diagram carcmutes: 
(5.1.18) 
T (A,B)-----~g ____ __, C j T <"'l,B (A)' B) I mO,B (C) 
T(H(B, T(A,B), B) T(H(B,g), B) )T(H(B,C), B) 
I 
------·- ·--·-·· ·· - -·-··· ··-·- .. ··-·---
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Consider the faithful functor P act.i.n:J on the diagram am then 
usin:] the definition of the B:inm:phism Product, set up the following 
diagram: 
BtJ_ (A) X PB C (B,g) x PB 
PAX PB ,B C (B, T(A,B)) X PB C (B,C) x PB 
5.1.19) l (") l t(A,B) ~ t(H(B, T(A,B)), B) PT(m. (A) I B) PT(H(B,g) I B) 
PT(A,B) .l,B t PT(H(B, T(A,B)), B) ---.PT(H(B,C), B) 
(ii) 
t (H (B,C) I B) 
Pg 
If we let q = ~B,C C(B,g) x PB ~,B(A) x PB and 
s = PmO,B (C) PT(H(B,g), B) PT(IlJ.,B (A), B) then q is a bino:rphism 
since the canposite of a bimorphism with the product of nmphisrns 
is again a binorphism (Isrma 4.2.2). Also s t(A,B) = q since 
rectan:Jles (i) ani (ii) ccmnute fran Definition 4.3.1 am trian:Jle 
(iii) carmutes since binorphism ~B,C factors uniquely through 
the correspondin:J universal b:i.Joorphisrns. 
We conclude by shc:lwin;J (Pg) t(A,B) = q. We need the 
a::mnutativity of the following diagram where 'l'B,C is the 
evaluation function: 
C(B,g) ~,B(A) x PB 
(5.1.20) PAl :~A-,B-) ____ _::.pt.=...----_. C (B,C) [ :,C 
PT(A,B) ------~Z-....------+ PC 
- -.:· 
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By I..amla 5.1.2 (ii) this is equivalent to provi.rg the CCJmnltativity 
of: 
Pml,B(A) C(B ) 
PA --~--__. C (B, T (A,B)) ---.:.....:..'g:::..:.....-~C (B ,C) 
(5.1.21) 
P{Pml,B(A) (-)} p p 
Fn(PB, Pg) 
Fn(PB, Pl'(A,B)) ----4 Fn(PB, PC) 
Since the functor P presezves canposition this diagram 
camD.ltes am we necessarily have (Pg) t (A,B) = q. 
Then we can oonclude 
0A,B,C ~A,B,C(g) =g. 
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§5.2 A Q:mnutative E:xponential Product is a Bino:rphisn P.roduct 
This section will conclude the relationship between the 
Exponential Prcx:luct arxl Biloorphisn Product. Certain results must, 
hc:Mever be introduced before we can prove the mll.n result. 
We will assume our categozy has an Exp:>nential Prcrluct A ~ B 
and use it to define IOOJ:phisns ml,B (A) : A -+ H(B,A ~ B) and 
Ilb,A (C): H(A,C) ~ A -+ C. The 100rphisns of the same name in Chapter 
rv \·:ere defined usin:J the universal binorphisn. Since our cate:Jozy has 
an Exp:Jnential Product there exists natural isarorphisms C (A, 1!(B, A ~ B)) 
~ ~ 
= C(A ~ B, A~ B) and C(H(A,C) ~ A,C) = C(H(A,C), H(A,C)). 
Definition 5.2.1 let (C,H,P) be a semi-structured categozy with an 
Exp:Jnential Product. We define ml,B (A): A -+ H(B, A~ B) as the rrorphism 
correspondi.n:J to the identity on A~ B. 
Definition 5.2.2 let (C,H,P) be a sam-structured cate:Jozy with an 
Exponential Prcx:luct. we define Ino,A (C): H(A,C) ~A -+ C as the rrorphism 
corresponding to the identity on H(A,C). 
Definition 5.2.3 let (C,H,P) be a semi-structured categozy with an 
Exponential Product A~ B; this product beinJ ccmnutative in the sense 
that there is a natural isarorphism c(A,B): A~ B -+ B ~A with the 
property that c(A,B) c(B,A) is the identity norphism on B ~A for 
all choices of objects A and B in C. We define the function t (A,B) : 
PAx PB -+ P(A ~B) by t(A,B) (a,b) = P{P[H(A,c(B,A)) IlJ.,A(B)} (b) } (a )· 
.... 
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THEOREM 5.2.1 If (C,H,P,K,i) is a structured cate:JO:cy with an 
ExtX>nentia1 Product then t (A,B) : PA x PB + P (A Gil B) is a b:ino:rphism. 
Proof: We will define rn1 = H(A, c(B,A)) rn1 ,A (B): B + H(A, A Gil B). 
If 4>1 = PrtJ. then it is :irrrnediate by the definition of t (A,B) that 
t(A,B) (a,b) = {P(<l>l (b))}(a), a EPA, bE PB. 
In the argt.tment below we use the rrmphisn 
~ Q B: H(K,A) + H{H(A, A Q B), H(K, A Gll B)} of Definition 4.1.1 ani 
the rorphisn w: K + A defined by w = (Pi (A)) (a) where a is an 
arbitrary elanent of PA. let ~ = H{H(A, c(B,A)) IYJ.,A (B), i-1 (A Q B)}~ Q Bi(A); 
if 4> 2 = ~ then it is clear that 
c~>2 (a) = C{H(A, c(B,A)) IYJ.,A{B), i-1 (A Q B)} ~Q B(w) as P(qrs) = Pq Pr Ps 
= {i-l(A Q B)}{~ Q B(w)} {H(A, c(B,A)) rn1 ,A(B)} as C(f,g) (a)= gaf 
Hence 
(P4>2 (a)) (b)= P{i-l(A Q B)} P{~ Q B(w)} (4>1 (b)) 
= P{i-1 (AQ B)} (4>1 (b) w) 
= P{i-l(A Gll B)} C(K, 4>1 (b)) (w) 
= P{i-1 (A Q B)}H(K, 4>1 (b)) (w) 
= P{c~>1 (b) i-l(A)}(w) 
= {P <t>1 (b)}(a) 
= t(A,B) (a,b). 
by the definition of 
by the definition of 
as C(K,f) (g) = fg 
as P(qr) = Pq Pr 
by the naturality of 
by the definition of 
Hence t (A, B) (a,b) : PA x PB + P (A Q B) is a binorphism. 
LEM-fA 5.2 2 If (C,H,P) is a semi-structured cate:Jo:cy with an 
Ex);x:>nential Product arrl f : A + A 1 arrl g: C + C 1 are norphisms 
between objects of C, then the norphisms ItJ.,B (A) : A + H (B, A Gil B) 
4>1 
~ Gll B 
i 
w 
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arxl rn0 ,A (C) : H (A, C) 9 A -+ C are natural in A arxl c respectively. 
Proof : Irtm:rliate fran (ll, p. 4 77, 3. 3) • 
I..EMMA 5.2.3 let f: Ax B -+ C be a bircorphism arxl u: A 9 B -+ C 
be a norphisrn in the sani-structured cate:;o:ry (C,H,P). If 
f lll1 : PB -+ C (A,C) is the function associated with f by virtue of 
the definition of a birrorphisrn arxl i~>1 t: PB -+ C (A, A 9 B) is 
the analogous norphism for t as defined in Theorem 5.2.1 then 
diagram (5.2.1) cx:mnutes if ani only if diagram (5.2.2) cxmrutes. 
(I t 
PB -----....;1~----+ C (A, A 9 B) 
(5.2.1) l C(A,u) 
C(A,C} 
PAx PB ___ t_(.;...A..;..,B_};....__.....,. P(A 9 B) 
(5.2.2} 
PC 
Proof: Fran the definitions involved we have 
P(~1f(b)) (a) = f(a,b) and P(~1t(b)) (a) = t(A,B) (a,b). 
First we assllitE diagram 5. 2 .1 carmutes, i.e· 
C(A,u) P(~lt(b)) (a) = P(~lf(b)) (a). 
L.H.S. (C(A,u} P(~lt(b))) (a ) = P(H(A,u) ~1t(b}} (a ) 
t 
= P(u ~1 (b)) (a) 
= u t (A,B) (a,b) 
R ( f( )) ( ) f( b) arxi therefore diagram (5.2.2) ccmnutes .H.S. ~1 b a = a, 
The converse follows similarly· 
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THEDREM 5.2.4 If the structured category {C ,H,P,K,i) has an 
Ex~XIDential Product that is CCITI'IUltative :in the sense of Def:inition 5.2.3 
then the Exponential Product is a Bi.Irorphism Proouct. 
Proof: We have sb:Mn in lamia. 5.2.1 that t{A,B): Ax B ~ A .0 B 
is a bi.rcorphism. We proceed to show that any bllool:phism f : A x B ~ C 
factors through t (A,B) arx1. the factorirg rcorphism u: P (A .0 B) ~ PC 
is unique! y determi.na:i. 
For a bilinear map f f: PAx PB ~ PC, we have f(-,b) = P(~l (b)): 
PA ~ PC and there exists m/: B ~ H(A,C) with ~/ = P(m/): 
PB ~ C(A,C). 
If we asS\.I'Ie that for a given blltY:lrphism f, there exists 
f t 
a u e C with f = (Pu) t (A,B) then it follows that ~l = C (A, u) ~1 : 
PB ~ C(A,C) and m1 f = H(A,u) ll1_t where m1t: B ~ H(A, A 9 B). 
Let q = m (C) m. f .0 A c (A,B). S:ince ~f = H(A,u) ~ t 
O,A .i 
then f t ~ .0 A = H(A,u) m1 9 A 
and 
= (H(A,u) 9 A) (~ t .0 A) . 
t q = mO,A (C) H(A,u) .0 A ll1_ 9 A c(A,B) 
But mO,A (C) H(A,u) .0 A= u mO,A (A .0 B) 
q = u mO,A (A .0 B) rn1 t 9 A c (A,B). 
an::l therefore 
t ) ) A (B) 9 A by def:inition of t (A,B) Also m1 .0 A = H (A, c (B,A 9 = ml,A 
t 
and ll1_ • 
Thus q = u mO,A (A 0 B) H(A, c(B,A)) 9 A ll1_,A (B) .0 A c(A,B) 
and since rnO,A (A 9 B) H (A, c (B,A)) 0 A = C (B,A) mO,A (B 9 A) 
q = u c(B,A) mO,A(B .0 A) rnl,A(B) .0 A c(A,B) 
= u c(B,A) c(A,B) by (11, p.478, 3.7) 
then 
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c is camutative ani so q = u; hence if u exists then it is uniquely 
detenninerl. 
Conversely we llD..lSt show that given 
f 
u = mO,A (C) m1 ~A c(A,B) then f = Pu t(A,B). 
It is emugh to show ~f = H(A,u) ItJ. t since by applyin.:J 
f t the functor P we have ~1 = C(A,u) ~1 and Lemma 5.2.3 will give 
the r~Erl result. 
Fran (11, pp. 477-478) we obtain the follow:i.n:J ccmnutative 
diagrams: 
(5.2.3) 
(5.2.4) 
B ---~:.&.:.:.------+ H (A, B ~ A) 
f 
1 H(A, u c (B,A)) 
(A,C) 
m1 ~A 
---=-----.....,.H(A,C) ~A 
1 '"o,A (C) 
c 
Next we llDJ.St show that 
m..t 
B -----=-.l.----~ H (A, A ~ B) 
(5.2.5) 1 H(A,u) 
H(A,C) 
CCKilTUltes. 
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This anounts to showirx} that triangles (i) , (ii) and (iii) of the 
following diagram ccmnute: 
Triangle (ii) camrutes fran diagram (5.2.3). 
Triangle (iii) CCllllllltes fran diagram (5.2.4). 
~A)) 
t 
To prove triangle (i) CCJ'l'lmltes we must prove H (A, c (A,B)) IIJ. = IIJ.,A (B)· 
Since m1 t = H (A, c {B ,A)) I1J. ,A (B) we have 
t H(A, c(A,B)) IlJ. = H(A, c(A,B)) H(A,c(B,A)) ~,A(B) 
= H(A, c(A,B) c(B,A)) ml,A(B) 
= H(A, B 6A A) ml,A (B) 
= IIJ.,A (B) 
arrl hence diagram (5.2.5) ccnmutes and the required result follows 
from Lemma 5.2.3 • 
CHAPl'ER VI 
THE IDENI'ITY I ASSCX::IATIVITY AND CGMJTATIVITY ISCM:>RPHISMS 
§6.1 Identities arrl Representability 
We will assurre in sections 6.1 to 6.3 that (C,H,P) is a semi-
structura:l category with an EKponential Prcxiuct a. We will discuss the 
relationship which exists between properties which have been mentioned 
previously. 
Definition 6 .1.1 We will say that L e: ob C is a left identity 
for a if there is a natural iscmxphism e: La A -+ A. In a 
similar way, R e: ob C will be called a right identity for a if 
there is a natural isarorphisn r: A a R -+ A. 
THF.X)RE.L-.1 6.1.1 If P is representable by means of an object 
K e: ob C then K is a left identity for a. 
Proof: Given PA ~ C (K,A), then C (K e A, B) ~ C (K, H(A,B)) 
'V 
= PH(A,B) 
'V 
= C(A,B) 
'V 
arrl by Theorem 1. 4 .1 we conclude that K e A = A. 
'l'HEX)REM 6.1.2 K is a right identity with respect to g if and 
'V 
only if K is a left identity with respect to H, i.e. , A e K = A 
if am only if H (K,A) ~ A. 
Proof: We assmne K is a right identity with respect to a. 
'V Then C(A,B) = C(A.e K, B) 
~ C (A, H (K,B)) • 
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i 
~ 
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"' Therefore by Theoran 1.4.1, B = H(K,B). 
Next we asS\.llOO that K is a left identity with respect to H. 
"' Then C(A,B) = C(A, H(K,B)) 
"' = C(A 9 K, B). 
"' Therefore by Theoran 1.4.1, A= A Q K. 
The question of whether or oot H has a right identity is 
.oot valid since if we assme there exists such an identity J, then 
we reach a cx:mtradictocy situation, i.e. A 1-+- A is covariant 
whereas A 1-+- H(A,J) is oontravariant am ob\Tiously A~ H(A,J}. 
mmREM 6 .1. 3 If Q has a right identity K then P is 
representable by means of the object K. 
PrOOf: There is a natural isaoozphisn r: B 9 K -+- B which belongs 
to C (B 9 K, B). This gives rise, by Theorem 6.1.2, to the natural 
iSCIIOzphisn v: B -+- H(K,B) which belongs to C (B, H(K,B}} • Fran 
'V 
the definition of an Exponential Product we have C (B, H (K,B} } 
C (B Q K,B) • Therefore we have the followl ..... 'lg natural iscm:.>rphisn 
where H is an internal Han functor: 
'\i PB = PH(K,B} 
"' = C(K,B). 
Thus PB ~ C (K,B} and P is representable. 
'!'HEX)REM 6.1.4 If _a has a right identity K then K is a unique 
right identity am also a unique left identity. 
Proof: K is also a left identity fran Theoran 6.1.1 and 6.1.3. 
"' If R is also a right identity then R = K 9 R 
"' = K. 
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Similarly, if L is also a left identity then L ~ L Q K 
'V 
= K. 
Hon,..., the .;d ti' ti' · '-=~~- ... en es are uruque. 
The converse of Theoran 6.1.1 is false. To illustrate this 
we use the category L of finite silrplicial CCJtq?lexes (17, p.28) 
turlerstoc:x:l as finite sets with dist.in3uished (spanning) subsets, any 
subset of a spann.:i.nJ set sparming but not all the points in the canplex 
necessarily belonging to sparming sets; and simplicial maps, turlerstood 
as those set naps that take spanning sets to spanning sets. Let F 
be the forget functor to sets. '1\o.o different internal Han functors on 
L are given by M (A,B) = L (A,B) as a set with the structure of a 
canplex given by f 1 = f 2 = .•...•• = fn. This example has a left 
identity arx1 even though it is associative the identity is oot unique 
since every connected caiplex is a left identity for the tensor product. 
The existence of a unique left identity even together with 
associativity does not imply the existence of a right identity. This 
is dem::>nstrated by again using the ex.a:rrple of the category L with 
the same set naps. However, in this case there is no corrli tion given 
and all subsets span. 
§6.2 Associativity and the Strong Ex:ponential Product 
Definition 6.2.1 If Q: C x C + C is a bifunctor then we say 
that 9 is associative if and only if there exists a natural 
'V isarorphism a: (A ~ B) ~ C = A ~ (B Q C)· 
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It is possible to define ~ as being an Exponential Product 
relative to the semi-structured categOJ:y ( C 1H 1P) in the stronger 
'V 
sense that there is a natural isaro:rphism a.: H(A a B1 C) = H(A1 H(B 1C)). 
Definition 6. 2. 2 If Q is an EXponential Prcduct in this stronger sense 
we call it a Strong Expc?nential Product: then P a.: C (A Q B 1 C) ~ 
C(AI H(B,C)) arx1 it is an Exponential Product in the usual sense. 
THEDRfM 6. 2.1 Let ~ be an Exponential Product relative to the 
semi-structured catego:ry (C 1 H1P). Q is associative if and only if it 
is a Strong Exponential Product. 
Proof: Given a: (A~ B) Q C ~A Q (B Q C). We have 
C((A Q B) Q C1 D) ~ C(A Q B1 H(CID)) 
"' = C(A1 H(B 1 H(C1D)) 
and C(A e (Be c) 1 D) ~ C(A, H(B e c, D)). Since we are given the 
natural iscm:>J:phism a then c ((A a B) a C 1 D) ~ c (A a (B a C), D). 
"' Therefore there is a natural isanorphism C (A, H~B, H(C,D)) = C(A, H(B a C, D)) 
and by Theorem 1.4.1 we have the required natural isanorphism, 
"' H(B, H(C,D)) = H(B Q C, D). 
"' 'Ib prove the converse we are given H(B, H(CID)) = H(B .0 C, D); 
then fran Theoran 1.4.1 C(A1 H(B, H(C,D)) ~ C(A a B, H(C,D)) 
~ C ( (A a B) a C, D) 
and C(AI H(B a cl D)) ~ C(A a (B .0 C) I D) arrl again fran Theorem 1.4.1 
the result follows. 
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§6.3 Ccmmltativity arrl the Exponential Prcxluct 
Definition 6.3.1 A bifunctor 9: C x C + C is cx:mlUltative if and 
only if there exists a natural isaoorphisn c: A 9 B ~ B 9 A. 
THEOREM 6.3.1 let (C ,H,P) be a sani-strucan:ed category with ·an 
Exponential Product 9. Then 9 is ccmrutative if am only if there 
exists a natural isaoo:rphisn C (A, H(B,C)) ~ C (B, H(A,C)). 
"' Proof: If we assume 9 is CCiliiU.ltative then C (A, H(B,C)) = C (A 9 B, C) 
"' = C (B 9 A, C) 
"' = C(B, H(A,C)). 
"' Provi.nJ the converse, we have C (A 9 B, C) = C (A, H(B,C)) 
"' = C (B, H(A,C)) 
"' = C(B 9 A, C). 
"' Therefore A 9 B = B 9 A by Theorem 1.4.1. 
§ 6. 4 Properties of the B:i.Irorphisn Product 
In this section we assuroo (C,H,P,K,i) is a structured category 
with a B:i.norphisrn Product T(A,B). 
'l'HEDREM 6.4.1 The B:im:>rphisn Product is ccmnutative. 
Proof: We define a function d(A,B): Ax B + B x A; (a,b)J I+ (b,a) • 
Then consider the following diagram: 
d(A,B) A A X B ___ _:::.!:.:.J~---~) B X 
1 t(A,B) l t(B,A) J. (A,B) T (B A) T(A,B) ) I (6.4.1) 
l.
. s a blitlO' .rnh.icom by Definition 4 • 2. 2 1 not I..te1m1a 4 • 2 • 2; t (B,A) d (A, B) •r """ 
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hence there exists m:>rphisn j (A,B): T(A,B) -+- T(B,A) such that 
Pj (A,B) t(A,B) = t(B,A) d(A,B). In a similar way there exists a 
rro:rphism j (B,A): T(B,A) -+- T(A,B) such that Pj (B,A) t(B,A) = 
t(A,B) d(B,A). We have Pj(B,A) Pj(A,B) t(A,B) = Pj(B,A) t(B,A) d(A,B) 
= t(A,B) d(B,A) d(A,B) 
= t(A,B). 
Now by the uniqueness in the definition of a B.llrorphism Product, 
P(j(B,A) j(A,B)) = ~(A,B)" Since P is faithful, j(B,A) j(A,B) = ~(A,B)" 
Similarly j (A,B) j (B,A) = l.r(B,A) arrl therefore j (A,B) is an 
isarorphism. The naturality of j (A,B) is easily verified. Hence 
j (A,B) is a natural isaoorphism. 
THEOREM 6. 4. 2 There are left and right natural identiy iSCl!Orphisns 
e: T (K,A) -+- A and r: T (A,K) -+ A. 
Proof: In a structured categocy we have A ~ H (K,A) • Hence K is 
a right identity by Theorem 6.1.2 and the result follows by Theoran 6.l.4. 
THOOREM 6.4.3 The B.i.norphism PI:oduct is associative. 
(Note - This is proved on pp. 254-256 of (24); we give an outline of the 
rrethod). 
Proof: The concept of a bim:>rphism leads to the idea of a triirorphisn 
A X B X C -+ D as a suitable function PA X PB X PC -+- PD where 
A, B, C and D are objects of C. t(A, t(B,C)): PAx PB X PC -+-
PT(A, T(B,C)) and t(t(A,B), C): PAx PB x PC -+- Pl'(T(A,B), C) are 
trirnorphisns with the universal property that all tr.imorphi9IIS on 
Ax B x c factor uniq'.lely through them. The result follows by the 
theorem for tri.rcorphisms analagous to our Proposition 4. 3. 2 · for 
b.ino:rphisms. 
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OJIDLLARY 6. 4. 4 The B:ilrorphisn Prcxluct is a Stror:g Exponential Product. 
Proof: This is :imnediate fran Theore:ns 6.2.1 am 6.4.3 • 
If (C,H,P,K,i) is a structured category with a Bim:::>rphisn 
Product T(A,B), then we have shown in Theorems 6.4.1, 6.4.2 an:1 6.4.3 
that natural isaro:rphisns c, e, r and a are definai. If we assume 
that the oorrespon:lin:j diagram (3.2.4) ccmnutes then we may sh::M that 
c, e, r arrl a are ooherent; far (3. 2.1) CCI111U.ltes by the first 
statanent after Theorem 11 in (17), (3.2.2) by an easy extension of 
Theorem (6.4.1) and (3.2.3) by an argtlllelt that defines trim:::>rphisns 
A X B x C -+ T(A, T(B,C)) an:l A x B x C ->- T(T(C,A), B) an:1 shows 
that the ~paths in (3.2.3) are the unique norphisn by which the 
second trinorphisrn factors uniquely through the first. The details 
of this argunent will not be given in this paper but will be given 
elsewhere. It follows that C, with the associated structures, is a 
synmetric nonoidal closai categocy in the sense of (11) • 
CHAPTER VII 
EXPONENTIAL PRODUCTS AND ADJOINT PRODUCTS 
~e concepts of the Exponential Product and the Adjoint 
Product were defined in Chapter II. The Exponential Product is 
often described in the literature as a tensor product defined 
by adjointness. We discuss the Adjoint Product to illustrate 
that this last statement is slightly misleading. Clearly any 
Exponential Product is an Adjoint Product; we show by a counter-
example that even in a structured category these two concepts 
are distinct. 
Example 7.1 If we have the ring of integers, (Z,+,x), then we 
consider a category C with one object z and morphisms, the 
group-endomorphisms of (Z,+). Composition in C is simply 
the usual composition. We define P(Z,+) = Z and if f is an 
endomorphism of (Z,+) then Pf: z + z is the underlying 
function. 
~ have bifunctors: 
(a) Q: C x C + C such that z Q Z = z and f Q g = f g. 
(b) H: C* x C + C such that H(Z,Z) = Z and H(f,g) = f g 
The natural isomorphism ~ ~(Z Q Z , Z) ~ C(Z, H(Z,Z)) with 
a(f) = f implies Q is an Exponential Product. We de fine 
K = (Z,+) and as the identity endomorphism of 
(z ) (c H P K ') is then a structured category. We also ,+ . , , ' ,~ 
define the functor 8: C + C such that if f , ~ 
z + 
0(f. 
~ 
Z; fi(x) = ix, x £ z the n 8(fi) = fi2: Z 
) - f 2 = f.2.2 = f . 2.2 = 0(f;) fj) = 8 (fij - (ij) ~ J ~ J ... 
Then we r e quire the bijection 
is a morphism 
+ Z and 
0( f. ). 
J 
s: c ( z Q e ( z) , z) = C ( z 2 z, z) with S (f) = f 
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and define Y =a a: C(Z Q 0(Z), Z) + C(Z, H(z
1
z)). 
a I a and therefore y a t 1 · re na ura ~n the first and third 
variables; a is also natural in the second variable; therefore 
Y is natural in the second variable if and only if a is natural 
in the second variable. 
Consider the following diagram: 
z e z z e 0 z e 0(Z) 1 1 
(7 .la) l 1 e f2 1 e 0(f2 > (7.lb) 1 = 1 Q f 4 
z e z z Q 0~ z ~ 0(Z) 2 ._..._ _ _. 2 t- 4 
This diagram obviously does not commute and therefore the 
following induced diagram is not commutative: 
(7. 2) 
c <z e 0 cz>, z> __ _.:;.a __ _. c cz e z I z> 
C(Z Q f 2 , Z) C(Z Q 0(f2 ), Z) 
13 C(Z Q 0(Z), Z) -----!:~-~ C(Z Q Z, Z) 
Therefore a is not natural in the second variable and hence Y 
is not natural in the second variable. Hence the bifunctor 
C X C + C; (Z,Z) I+ z Q z = Z; (f,g) I+ f Q e (g) is an 
Adjoint Product and not an Exponential Product. 
~der suitable conditions we can ensure that the 
naturality of the isomorphism a in the first and third 
variables is equivalent to naturality in all three variables. 
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'TliEXlREM 7.1 If (C ,H,P) is a sani-structured category with a 
CC1l111Lltative Adjoint ProdPct Q, then the .Adjoint Prcduct is an 
Exp:mential Product if there exists a natural iSOitDrphism 
'¥ B C: C (A, H (B,C)) -+- C (B, H (A,C)) natural in all three variables 
A, ' 
such that the fall~ diagram CCJmlltes: 
CL 
C(A 9 B, C) :A,B,C ) C (A,H (B ,C)) 
(7 .3) C (c, C) l 'l'A,B,C 
~,A,C C (B 9 A, C) ) C (B, H (A,C)) 
Proof: Since C (c, C) is natural in A, B ani C, CL B,A,C is 
natural in B am C, 'i'A,B,C is natural in A, B and C ani the 
diagram is camutati ve then et.. must be natural in all three 
·A,B,C 
variables am the theorem is proved. 
CHAPrER VIII 
In this chapter we have clx>sen different categories ani 
illustratEd the theo:cy of the preceding chapters by the follow:in] 
examples in \ohich the Adjoint Product, the Exponential Product ,the 
Strong Exponential Product ani the B.im:>rphisn Prcx:iuct coincide arrl are 
s:i.nply referrEd to as the tensor product. In each example we shall 
define ani explain the foll~: 
(a) the functor H: C* x · C -+- C 
(b) the functor P: C -+- s 
(c) the disti.D3uished object K e: C 
(d) the natural iSCJlOI:Phisn i 
(e) the mappings ~, He' cflr cJi 
(f) b.iloorphism f : A x B -+- C 
(g) the tensor product 
(h) the exponential law arrl the strong exp.::mential law, i.e. 
the natural isarorphisns that define the ~q;x>nential Product arrl 
the Strong Exp:>nential Product. 
1. let M be the category of R-m:xlules where R is a 
a::mnutative ring. let A, B, C e: M. 
(a) H(A,B) = Han(A,B), i.e. the set M(A,B) of harorphisns 
of A into B regarded as an R-roodule in the usual way 
(b) P: M -+- s is the forgetful functor (or urrlerlying set 
functor). 
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-
r E R. 
(c) 
(d) 
-so-
K is the ring R regarded as an R-m:rlule. 
i (A): A ~ Han(R,A) such that {i (A) (a)} (r) = ra, a e: R, 
(e) he: M(A,B) ~ M(Ham(B,C), Ham(A,C)); hC(f) (g)= g f 
where f e: M (A,B), g e: Han(B,C) • 
HC: Han(A,B) ~ Han(Hcm(B,C), Han(A,C)). HC(f) ~~(f), 
f E Han(A,B). 
~: M(A,B) ~ M(Ham(C,A), Ham(C,B)); cA(f) (g)= f g 
where f e: M (A,B), g e: Han(C,A). 
'V CI= Han(A,B) ~ Han(Jbn(C,A), Han(C,B)). cf!Cf) = ~(f) I 
f E Ibn (A,B) • 
(f) A b.im::>rphisrn f: A x B ~ C is a function such that if 
II]_: B ~ Ham(A,C) I m2: A ~ Ham(B,C) I then ~(b) (a) = f (a,b) am 
~(a) (b) = f (a,b), i.e. a binorphisrn is simply a bilinear function. 
(g) T(A,B) =A e B arrl t(A,B): A x B ~ A e B; (a,b) 1~ a e b 
where t(A,B) is the function on the underlying set. 
(h) EXponential law a: M (A Q B, C) ~ M (A, Han(B,C)); 
{a(f) (a)}(b) = f(a e b), f E M(A e B, C) I a E A, bE B. 
'V Strong exponential law f3: Han (A Q B, C) = Han (A, Han (B ,C) ) ; 
f3 (f) = a (f) • 
2. I.et S be the category of sets arrl A, B, C e: S. 
(a) H(A,B) = S(A,B), i.e. the set of all functions A ~ B. 
(b) p = 1: s ~ s. 
(c) K = {x}, a singleton set. 
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(d) i (A) : A ~ S ( {x}, A) such that i (A){ (a){x}} = a, a e: A. 
(e) he= HC= S(A,B) + S(S(B,C), S(A,C)); Hc(f) (g) = g f, 
f e: S(A,B), g e: S(B,C). 
~ = cfl= S(A,B) + S(S(C,A), S(C,B)): cfl(f) (g) = f g, 
f e: S(A,B), g e: S(C,A). 
(f) A birrorphism f: Ax B + c is any function such· that 
11]_: B + S (A, C) , ~: A + S (B,C); I1J. (b) (a) = f (a,b) , ~(a) (b) = f (a,b) 
are functions, i.e. a birrorphism is any function f: A x B + c. 
(g) T(A,B) is the Cartesian product Ax B and t(A,B): 
A X B + Ax B is the identity function. 
(h) '111e E>.xponential law arrl strong exponential law coincide as 
a= 8: S(A x B, C) + S(A, S(B,C)). 
3. Iet s* be the category of sets with base points and let 
A, B, C e: S*. 
(a) H(A,B) = S* (A,B), i.e. the set of base point preserving 
functions A + B. 
(b) P: s* + s; <x, *> I+ x. 
(c) K = {{x,*}, *}. 
(d) i(A): A~ S*(K,A) such that i(A){(a) (*)}= *i 
i(A) {(a) (x)} = a. 
(e) he: S(A,B) + S(S*(B,C), S*(A,C)); hc(f) (g)= g f, 
f e: S(A,B), g e: S*(B,C). 
HC: S* (A,B) + S* (S* (B,C) , S* (A,C)); HC (f) (g) = g f , 
f e: S*(A,B), g e: S*(B,C). 
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dh: S(A,B) ~ S(S*(C,A), S*(C,B)); dh(f) (g)= f g, 
f £ S(A,B), g £ S*(C,A). 
di: S* (A,B) ~ S* (S* (C,A), S* (C,B)); CJ (f):::(g) = f g, 
f £ S*(A,B), g £ S*(C,A). 
(f) f: Ax B ~ C is a binorphisrn means that f is a function of Ax B 
~ c .. such that f(a,*) = *' f(*,b) = *· 
(g) T (A,B) = A X B = A # B {the smashed product 
A X *U *X B 
of A and B) and t(A,B): A x B ~ A # B is simply the binorphism 
(a,b) 1~ l_(a,h>1· 
{h) Exponential law a: S(A # B, C) ~ S(A, S*(B,C)) where 
a(f)(a)(b)=f[(a,b)], a£A, b£B, fe:S{A#B,C). 
Strong exponential law !3: S* (A # B, C) ~ S* (A, S* (B,C)) 
where f3(f) (a) (b)= f[(a,b)), a£ A, b £ B, f £ S*(A # B, C). 
4. Let U be the category whose objects are the subsets of a 
given set u and whose nmphisms are all inclusion functions. 
Hence U (A,B) is a set of one elarent if A ~ B and is an arpty 
set otherwise. 
(a) H (A,B) = A' U B where A' is the canplement of A. 
(b) PA = U(U,A) = [flS if A~ U 
the singleton set ~ose element is the 
inclusion u C U, 1f A= u. 
(c) K = u. 
(d) i (A) : A ~ H (K,A) is simply the identity function on 
A since H (K,A) = U' U A = f2S U A = A. 
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( e) ~: U(A,B) + U(H(B,C), H(A,C)). If U(A,B) = ¢ 
then ~ is s:inl>ly an empty function. If U (A,B) has one elenent 
then ~ must take this one element to the one elercen.t of 
U (H (B,C) , H (A,C)) • For this to make sense we require that U (A, B) 
has one elercen.t shall :inl>ly that U (H(B,C); H(A,C)) has one elenent, 
i.e. A~ B nust i.Iri:>ly B' \J C ~A' U C, which it clearly does. 
HC: H(A,B) + H(H(B,C), H(A,C)). fie is a IiDrphism in 
the category of subsets of u, i.e. it is the inclusion 
H(A,B) ~ H(H(B,C), H(A,C)) or A' U B ~ (B' U C) 'U (A'\) C). 
This is obviously true since (B' U C) ' U (A' U C) 
= ca n c • > u <A • v. c> 
= (B U (A' U C)) (I (C' U (A' V C)) 
=(B VA'\.) C)n U 
= A' \.) B \J .c.· 
? A' U B. 
~: U (A, B) + . U (H (C,A), H (C,B)). If U (A,B) = ¢ 
then ~ is si.Iri:>ly an enpty function. If U (A,B) has one elenent 
then eft must take this to the one elenent of U (H(C,A), H(C,B)). 
CH is the inclusion H(A,B) + H(H(C,A), H(C,B)). 
(f) ret A, B, c be subsets of U satisfying the a:mdition that 
if A = B = u then c = u. Then f is a b:inorphism neans that if 
A= B = c = u then f takes the one element of PAx PB, i.e. 
{A.} x {A.} where A.: u + u is the identity function, over to A £ PC. 
Otherwise PA x PB = ¢ and f is an empty function ¢ + PC. 
(g) T(A,B) =A (I B. t(A,B): PAx PB + P(A (\B) • If 
A= B = u then t(A,B): (A., A.) I+ A. Otherwise t(A,B): ¢ I+ ¢. 
(h) EKponential law a:.: U(An B, C)~ U(A, B'U C), i.e. the 
condj_ tion that A() B C C if and only if A c; B' U C. 
Strong exponential law 13: (A n B) I u c ~ A I \.) (B I \.) C) . 
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5. Let B am c be topological spaces I map {B ,C) will denote 
the set of maps B -+ C and Map (B,C) will denote the set, rrap(B,C) 
topolQgised with the canpact open toJ;X>logy. Define the function 
a: nap(A x B, C) -+ map(A, Map(B,C)) as a(f) {a) (b) = f(a,b) 
where f E map (A x B, C), a E A, b E B. a is a natural bijection 
if either B is locally cx::llpaCt and Hausdorff or if A and B 
both satisfy the first axian of colUltability (15). It is shown in 
(25, lamia 5.5) that there exist spaces such that a is not a 
haneatmphism. Hence the category of all spaces with H(B,C) = Map{B,C) 
arrl T (B,C) = B x C does not have a satisfactory ex};X>nential law for 
the application of the preceding theory. 
It is proved in (6, p.240) that the strong exponential law 
is satisfied if we take the category of Haus1orff spaces and define 
H{B,C) = Map(B,C) am T(B,C) :-:: B x C where B X C is the 
s s 
set B x C with a certain weak topology (7, p.309). The prcduct 
B x C is not CCJlllUltative, i.e. B x C arrl C x B are not in general 
s s s 
hanearorphic, (C xs B is hcmecm:>rphic to the weak product C xs* B ar:rl 
it is slx:>wn in (7, p.315) that these products are distinct). Hence 
these last definitions of H(B,C) and T(B,C) do .not make the 
category of Hausdorff spaces into a category in which our full theory 
can be applied. 
There are however, certain categories that are closely 
related to the ususal category of spaces and maps in which our full theory 
can be applied, e.g. the category of canpactly generated spaces (26) 
and the category of quasi-topological spaces described in (25) • We 
will assume that -we are WJrking in one of these categories which 
we call C. 
-ss-
In category C, the product space B x C has the Cartesian 
product of the sets B am C as its urrlerlying set: map(B,C} is 
the set of maps of B into c am Map(B,C} is the set, map(B1C} 
topologised (or quasi-topologised) in a suitable fashion such that 
there is a natural bijection, map(A x B, C) -+ map(A, Map(B1C}). 
(a) H(B1C} ~ Map(B1C). 
(b) P: C -+ S is the forgetful functor. 
(c) K is a singleton space. 
(d) i (A}: A~ Map(* 1A) is the continuous map defined by 
i(A} (a)(*} =a. 
(e) he: map(A1B} -+ map(Map{B,C), Map(A,C)) where 
~(f) (g) = g f for f e: map (AlB) 1 g e: Map (B1C) • 
It: is s:i:rrply the function he made into a continuous 
map by giving its danain and codanain the Map topology. 
cfl= map(A,B} -+ map(Map(C1A} 1 Map(C1B)) where 
cf (f) (g) = f g for f e: map (A1B), g e: Map (C,A}. 
cJI is s:i:rrply the function cf1 made into a continuous 
map by giving its danain arrl codanain the Map topology. 
(f) binorphism f: A x B -+ C is easily seen to be simply 
a map A X B -+ C. 
(g) T (A,B) = A x B and t (A,B) : A x B -+ T (A,B) is simply 
the identity map. 
(h) the exponential law is given above: the strong expon-
ential law asserts the existence of a natural hanecrnorphism 
Map (A x B, C) -+ Map (A, Map (B ,C)) • 
A well knCMil example in topology is the following: if R is 
the real line with the usual topology then the function 13: R x R -+ R, 
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is continuous in each variable but is defined by {x,y) = --:X!j...----:--
2 2 
oot itself continuous. x R. ~s a k - space b.Jt this 11 bicontinuous 11 
function is clearly not a binoxphism in our sense. 
6. let C be a category of quasi - topological spaces wi. th base 
points ani base point preserving quasi - oontinuous maps in the sense of 
the latter part of the above exarrple. Then take H(A,B) as the space of 
base point preserving oontinuous maps of A + B arrl T(A,B) is the 
smashed product of A and B. Results analoguous to those in the category 
of sets with base points may be obtained. 
7. let C be the category whose objects are the elements of a 
chain (saootimes called a simply ordered set or a linearly ordererl set) 
with a greatest element 1, arrl whose IIDrphisrns are the valid ~' i.e. 
if a and b are objects arrl a ~ b then there is a unique no1:phism 
a + b. ~ if b > c. < < .J... min(a,b) = c <==>a= b fl\ c = < 1 if b = c. let a, b, c E .. C. 
i.e. C (min (a,b) , c) ~ C (a,b (h c)· 
Therefore C(a,b) is a set of one element if b ~ c and ~ otherwise. 
(a) H(b,c) = b tf\ c. 
(b) Pa = C(l,a) = ~ if a F 1 
the singleton set whose element is the 
:inequality 1 ~ 1 if a = 1. 
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(c) K = 1. 
(d) i (A) is the equality a = a. 
(e) he is an enpty function if a > b s;.,...ce C ( 
.•. u a,b) = ¢. 
< 
If a = b then ~ takes the inequality a ~ b to the inequality 
bfhc ~ afhc. 
HC is the inequality a rf\ b ~ (b fh c) fh (a fh c) . 
r;!t is an enpty function if a > b since C (a,b) = ¢. 
< If a = b then ch takes the inequality a ~ b to the inequality 
cf'ha ~ cfhb. 
cfi is the inequality atf\b ~ (~rf'\a) rh (c.rl\b). 
(f) If min (a,b) ~ c then the tmique function Pa x Pb + Pc 
is a binorphism; othel:Wise there are no such bircorphisms. 
T(a,b) = min(a,b). (g) 
(h) < Exponential law a: rnin(a,b) = c if and only if 
< 
a=bf1\c. 
Strong exponential law 8: min(a,b) fi\c =aft'\ (brf"\c). 
8. let (A,+) be an Abelian group with the structure of a 
< . 1" < pre-ordered set such that x = y ll11P 1es x + z = y + z, x, y, z E A, 
e.g. the additive group of all real numbers or the multiplicative 
group of all positive reals. 
Let A be the category whose objects are the ele:ments of 
"d < the set A and whose rrorphisrns are the val1; = Let a, b, c E A. 
If ~ define T.(a,b) = a + b arrl H (a,b) = -a + b then 
we have the foll<Ming explanation of (a) - (h) : 
(a) H(a,b) = -a + b. 
(b) Pa = A(O,a). 
(c) K = 0. 
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(d) i (A) is the equality a = a. 
(e) ~ is an E!tpty nap if a > b. If a ~ b then ~ 
takes this i.nequal.ity to the inequality -b + c ~ -a + c. 
He is the inequality -a + b ~ - (-b + c) + (-a + c) • 
c:}l is an E!tpty map if a > b. If a ~ b then cJl 
takes this inequality over to the inequality -c + a ~ -c + b. 
~ is the inequality -a + b ~ - (-c + a) + (-c + b). 
(f) If a + b ~ c then the unique function Pa x Pb -+ Pc 
is a binorphism, otherwise there are oo such b:im:>rphisms. 
(g) T(a,b) =a+ b. t(a,b): Pax Pb -+ P(a +b). 
{h) Exponential law. a: A(a + b, c) = A(a, -b +c), i.e. 
the assertion that a + b ~ c if anJ. only if a ~ -b + c. 
Strong exponential law f3: -(a + b) + c = -a + (-b + c). 
APPENDIX 
In EKarcples 2 arrl 5 of Chapter VIII 1 the concepts of rrorphisrn 
am binorphisn coincide. Our aim in this appemix is to clarify this 
relation am give a necessary and sufficient set of con:litions for this 
relation to hold. 
The concept of a cartesian closerl category was introducerl 
in (ll); it has been pointed out by Lawvere that a category C is 
cartesian closed if am o..l'll.y if it has finite direct products (the 
product of A and B will be written A X B); A X B is an 
EKponential Product for C an:1 C has a tenni.nal object. 
In a cartesian closerl category we may canpare the concepts 
of a II'Ol:phisrn h: A X B -+ c am a binorphism A X B -+ c I i. e. 
a function f: PA x PB -+ PC. We cal'ln:)t ask whether Ph = f since 
Ph: P (A x B) -+ PC, but if we have a natural iSCJTDrphism 
0 : PAx PB -+ P(A x B) we can ask whether f = Ph 0A a· A,B I 
It is nDtJ clear that II'Orphisrn an:1 bi.m::>rphisrn coincide in 
Exanq;>les 4 and 7 as well as 2 an:1 5. 
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THEOREM A.l If 
(i) (C ,H,P) is a semi-structured category with P a faithful 
functor; 
(ii) C has finite direct prcxlucts (we write A x B for the 
direct product of the objects A arrl B) such that there is a natural 
isarorphism 
d = d (A, B) : A x B -+ B X A 
am a natural bijection 
0 = 0A,B: PA X PB -+ P (A x B) 
such that the carposite function 
PAx PB--~ P (A x B) P (B x A) -l 't PB X PA 
Pd(A,B) 0 A,B 
is simply the function (a,b) 1-+ (b,a), a e: PA, b e: PB; 
am (iii) there is a natural bijection 
a= ~,B,C: C(A x B, C) -+ C(A, H(B,C)) 
definErl by ( {Ff) eA,B) (a,b) = P{ (P a(f)) (a)} (b) 
b e: PB arrl c e: PC; 
for all a e: PA, 
then if g: PA x PB -+ PC is a function then g is a binorphisn 
if am only if g = (pf) 0 where f e: C (A X B, C)· A,B 
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Proof: We first assume that g = (Ff) eA,B where f £ C {A x B, C) 
ani prove that g satisfies the ~ corxlitions that are required 
for it to be a b:inorphisn. 
If f: A x B -+ C ani ~(B ,A) : B x A -+ A x B then we 
define rn1 = a (f 9,(B,A)) : B -+ H (A,C) • Then 
g(a,b) = (pf) 0A,B(a,b) 
= (Ff) {~(B,A)) 8B,A(b,a) 
= P(f d(B,A)) 8B,A(b,a) 
= P{Pa(f d(B,A)) (b)}(a) 
= P{Rn1 (b)}{a). 
fran assumption {v) 
fran assumption that P is a functor 
fran assumption {iv) 
Also if we define ~ = a{f): A -+ H{B,C) then 
g(a,b) = (Ff) 0A,B(a,b) 
= P{Pa{f) (a)}(b) 
= P{~ (a) } (b) • 
Hence g is a b.irrorphisn. 
fran assumption (iv) 
Next we assume g: PA x PB -+ PC is a bircorphism. Then 
there exists ~: A -+ H (B,C) such that g (a,b) = P{~ {a) }(b) 
-1 
ani we define f: A x B -+ C such that f = a (~) • Then 
g(a,b) = P{~(a)}(b) 
= (P a-1(~)) eA,B(a,b) 
= {pf) 0A,B 
fran assumption {iv) 
-1 
since f = a (~) • 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
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